
 
  

 

HARD WAX INSTRUCTIONS & SUGGESTIONS 
 

BOMBSHELL HARD WAX has a low temperature melting point. 
 Ipanema Aquamarine 
 Fiji Pearl 
 Rose Garden 
 Simpli Zen 

 
PREPARATION: 

 The Perfect Wax Consistency 
o Heat until the point the wax is creamy and feels & looks like 

Pancake Batter. DO NOT TO HEAT to where the wax is runny. 
o At proper consistency, slightly lower temperature and apply.  

 
APPLICATION: 

 Stir wax in a figure “8” along the inside wall & center of wax pot. 
 Scoop up a ball of wax and turn several times to not drip while 

creating a “LOLLIPOP” top. 
o NOTE: The wax is at a PERFECT temperature when wax rolls 

with rotation of applicator but does not drip or run off edge. 
 Apply the wax in an even strip and leave the edges even and keep 

a surplus at the end for a pull tab.    
o NOTE: The wax needs to be spread thin enough to see the skin 

through the wax spread – like sand at the ocean’s edge. 
 Before pulling wax tab, use one hand to create counter tension in 

the opposite direction of your pull to help to prevent skin bruising, 
skin tearing and hair breaking.  

 Pull wax strip in an even smooth motion.  Do not pull too fast or jerk. 
It is best to remove a large strip in two or three movements.   

 Bombshell’s Hard Waxes are designed for professionals who want to 
work fast.  Bombshell’s hard wax will *dry faster than other brands to 
improve speed.  Though, the hard wax will stay pliable & will not 
break.  NOTE: Simpli Zen likes to be applied extra thin! 
 

*Dry or Curing times may be impacted by room temp and the body part being waxed. 
 

REMINDERS: 
 Always test wax temperature on your wrist to avoid burning a client. 
 Always wear gloves waxing & especially before a client disrobes. 
 Before an intimate wax, always exam bikini and vaginal area for 

open sores or bumps. 
 Have cleansing wipes & disposable bikinis available for clients.  
 Never double-dip applicators into wax pot. 


